Abstract. The problem of minimizing the cost functional of an Optimal Control System through the use of constrained Variational Calculus is a generalization of the geodetic problem in Riemannian geometry. In the framework of a geometric formulation of Optimal Control, we define a metric structure associated to the Optimal Control System on the enlarged space of state and time variables, such that the minimal length curves of the metric are the optimal solutions of the system. A twofold generalization of metric structure is applied, considering Finslerian type metrics as well as allowed and forbidden directions (like in sub-Riemannian geometry). Free (null Hamiltonian) or fixed final parameter problems are identified with constant energy leaves, and the restriction of the metric to these leaves gives way to a family of metric structures on the usual state manifold.
Introduction.
A positive definite symmetric tensor g on a manifold M is named a Riemannian metric structure (M, g). It allows to measure lengths of curves by first calculating the norm of the velocity vector associated to a parametrized curve, and then integrating it along the curve (γ) = dt . Length has the property of being invariant under reparametrization of the curve, because the norm is an homogeneous positive function on the velocities. Curves of minimal length joining two points are said to be geodesics, and, through classical variational calculus, a set of necessary conditions are obtained for these curves, the geodetic equations or Euler-Lagrangian equations for the Lagrangian L = g (v, v) . But (M, g) has much more structural content: associated connection, scalar product of vectors, and the whole exhaustively studied machinery of Riemannian geometry.
If we are just interested in measuring the length of curves we only need an homogeneous positive function F in T M (not necessarily the square root of a quadratic function) to be integrated along the curves, giving an invariant under reparametrization length. This defines a Finslerian metric structure on (M, F ), which was in fact the original theme of work in the early study by Riemann (see [5] and references therein), and many properties of Riemannian geometry can be generalized to this case. In this paper, the extra conditions of convexity,
∂v∂v > 0, and central symme-try F (−v) = F (v) (see for example [6] ), will not be imposed, so that our Finslerian structure will be more general than usual. Another simple generalization of the Riemannian metric structure is given by constraining the set of allowed directions for the curves to be measured, i.e., by considering a cone of directions D ⊂ T M, or equivalently, a subset of the positive projective space SM ≡ T M/∆, where ∆ is the Liouville or dilation vector field. Only curves whose lifting to T M lies in D can be measured, and we have a Riemannian metric g defined on D. This is the case of sub-Riemannian geometry [2, 9] , where a linear distribution E (usually completely non integrable) is considered as the set of allowed directions on M . (M, E, g) is a sub-Riemannian structure and the length of curves γ whose lifting lies in E is given by the usual integral functional. The unexpected existence of abnormal geodesics has been clarified by using the Optimal Control machinery, identifying those abnormal curves with the solutions of the problem with p 0 = 0. Optimal Control, as a generalization of Classical Variational calculus, is therefore an appropriate framework for the study of metric structures.
The joining of both ideas, that of Finslerian functions and that of a constrained directional set, would give way to sub-Finslerian metric structures (M, D, F ), where D is a cone of allowed directions and F is an homogeneous positive function on D. Of course, in this generalization process we have lost properties, but the basic one of measuring lengths of curves is preserved. The visualization of the indicatrix (set of vectors with norm 1) helps to understand the differences between metrics; the indicatrix is an hyper-ellipsoid centered at the origin for Riemannian metrics, a general convex hypersurface around the origin for Finslerian metrics, and a very general set (not convex neither intersecting all directional rays) for a more general sub-Finslerian metric. Our aim in this paper is to point out that Optimal Control systems can be understood as metric structures of this generalized sub-Finslerian type, and to show how typical properties of Optimal Control, as bang-bang phenomena or allowed but never optimal directions, can be illustrated through the indicatrix of the associated metric structure.
A typical system where allowed velocities are constrained is a control system of ordinary differential equations. A Control System is defined through a set of differential equations (usually in normal form)
, where the u a variables are named controls. In geometric terms [11] , it corresponds to a bundle map X: U → T M, over the identity in the state manifold M , from the control bundle (U, η, M ) to the tangent bundle (T M, τ, M), being the set of allowed velocities the image of the map X. If we want to minimize a cost functional C(γ) = f 0 (x(t), u(t))dt for curves solution of the Control System joining two points, we face an Optimal Control problem [8, 12] . In other words, we are given a way to measure the cost for allowed curves. It is like a generalized metric structure as presented before, but we do not have the invariance under reparametrization property because the cost functional is not obtained from a Finslerian function.
Using the machinery of Optimal Control (the Pontryagin maximum principle [12] ) we can associate to the Optimal Control problem a sub-Finslerian structure, i.e., a cone of directions D and a Finslerian function F , such that the cost value of a curve solution of the control system is just the length of the curve (or of any reparametrization of the curve). Therefore, the geodetic curves of the metric system are the curves making minimal the cost, the solutions of the Optimal Control problem. This metric structure is defined in an enlarged space of states and time (parameter of evolution) N = M × R for the general case; for free or fixed final parameter problems we obtain through restriction and projection a family of metric structures on M , parametrized by the energy, in Classical Mechanical language.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 is devoted to present a geometric description of Optimal Control systems, based on the geometry of Control Systems as presented in [1, 11] , and a geometric version of Pontryagin maximum principle, which gives way to a Dirac type constraint algorithm [7] . In section 3 the metric structure associated to a time optimal problem (the simplest case) is defined on M (the state space), and academic examples are presented where some graphic representation of the indicatrix helps to understand the basic ideas. Section 4 considers the general Optimal Control problem, defining a metric structure on the manifold N = M × R of states and time; the generalization is based on a simple reparametrization of the system which transforms it into a time optimal problem. As an illustrative example, the Finslerian metric associated to a mechanical Lagrangian system is presented. The restriction of the metric to certain energy leaves, associated to free or fixed final parameter problems, is developed in section 5. In the former example of Lagrangian mechanics, this restriction gives way to the well known Jacobi metrics. A final section with conclusions and possible applications is also included.
Geometry of Optimal Control.
A (continuous) Control System (cs) of (autonomous) ordinary differential equations is a family of differential equations in normal form
, where x i are named state variables, t is the parameter of evolution (usually the time) and u a are the controls. From the geometric point of view [11] it can be understood as a fibered mapping X: U → T M, from a control fiber bundle (U, η, M ) over the state manifold M to the tangent bundle (T M, τ, M).
, the family of control equations. Allowed curves of the cs are curves
curve of the cs if
. Note that the evolution on the state manifold M is totally characterized by the image set S = Im(X) ⊂ T M, while the map X S : U → S can be understood as a parametrization (perhaps redundant) of S. A particular problem of the cs can always be decomposed into two, first solving the problem in the basic control system i: S → T M, obtained from the natural injection of S into T M, and second determining a particular inverse of X over the solution. In the usual control system language, we are just selecting the essential controls (all of them whenever X S is a diffeomorphism [14] ). Therefore, we sometimes will understand (x i , u a ) as a non natural system of coordinates in the allowed velocities space S ⊂ T M, and will identify the control set U x = η −1 (x) for a fixed x ∈ M with the set of allowed velocities S x = S ∩ τ −1 (x) on x. In Optimal Control Theory (oc) [8, 12] , a cost functional C(ρ) = f 0 (x(t), u(t))dt is given, and the problem is to obtain allowed curves of the cs satisfying some boundary conditions (e.g. x(0) = x 0 , x(T ) = x 1 ) and minimizing the cost functional. It is therefore a Classical Variational problem with non-integrable constraints defined by the control equations. Pontryagin maximum principle [12] gives a set of necessary conditions for a curve (x(t), u(t)) to be optimal; introducing a Hamiltonian function
where the variables (p 0 , p i ) are momenta coordinates, the optimal curves (x(t), u * (t)) must satisfy the cs equations
and there must exist a solution curve for the adjoint differential equations dp
with the optimal control u * satisfying the algebraic condition of maximality
Here p 0 is a non positive constant; the case p 0 = 0 is named abnormal, and for p 0 < 0 it can be fixed to −1 by homogeneity of the adjoint equations and the Hamiltonian. Moreover, the Hamiltonian vanishes when the final parameter T is not fixed.
This set of Hamiltonian differential equations and the algebraic condition of maximality are the cornerstone of oc theory. The so called transversality conditions on the momenta must be added to the boundary conditions when the initial and final end points are not fixed, but are restricted to belong to some subsets of the state space. When the set of controls U is a manifold with boundary, the algebraic condition of maximality can be achieved in an interior point (and a weaker algebraic equation could be used, ∂H ∂u a = 0 for stationary points) or in the boundary. Sometimes the values u * a can be determined explicitely u * a (x, p), which can be understood as a dynamical feedback, and we reduce the problem to a set of 2n differential equations with boundary conditions, but this is not the case in many complex situations. It is interesting to observe that the former Hamiltonian is of a mixed type, with explicit dependence on velocity (through the control variables) as well as momenta coordinates. This is similar to the one used in [13] 
and algebraic condition
are equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian L. Only for regular Lagrangians, when the velocities v(x, p) can be determined uniquely through the alge-
gives way to an equivalent system of differential equations, but this is not the case for singular Lagrangians.
Therefore, a geometric transcription of Pontryagin maximum principle is naturally developed in the framework of the Withney sum
, for the normal case p 0 = −1, the one presented here for simplicity. The Hamiltonian function
defined on W and the pull-back of the canonical symplectic form ω = dx i ∧dp i on T * M to W , Ω = pr * 2 (ω), with pr 2 : W → T * M the natural projection, determines a presymplectic Hamiltonian structure (W, Ω, H). The algebraic condition of maximality defines a subset W 1 ⊂ W by taking on every fiber of pr 2 the point (or points) where H is maximal
The optimal vector field Γ solution of the oc system is determined by
for every arbitrary allowed vector Z in T W1 W , i.e., an arbitrary vector in an interior point (in this case the condition is simply (i(Γ)Ω − dH)| W1 = 0) or a vector tangent to the boundary or pointing to the interior of W for a point in the boundary of W . The optimal curves are integral curves of Γ. In local coordinates, the points (x, p, u * ) of W 1 are just those satisfying the algebraic condition of maximality (2.4); given
and to the condition of local maximum in the fiber for H, which is certainly fulfilled in the goblal maximum point of W 1 . A similar geometric description can be obtained to include the abnormal case p 0 = 0, and to formulate non autonomous systems, by taking into account the cost and/or the time variables in an enlarged state manifold M × R or M × R 2 , with extra coordinates x 0 (the cost variable) and x n+1 ≡ t, and extra control equations
We present in the next section the simpler case of autonomous time optimal problems, where f 0 (x, u) = 1, and those extra variables are not neccesary to define the associated metric.
Notice that the solution Γ is not necessarily unique (the c a components can be under-determined) and it should be tangent to W 1 . This compatibility condition is solved by applying a constraint algorithm similar to the one developed in [7] for pre-symplectic Hamiltonian systems, defining a chain of constraint submanifolds. In many cases the algorithm is trivial and W 1 is the final constraint submanifold, but sometimes the compatibility condition can be non trivial, as it is the case in subRiemannian geometry for the abnormal solutions.
3. Time optimal problems and the associated metric. For a time optimal problem we try to minimize the final time T (we take t = 0 as initial value), so that f 0 (x, u) = 1, and the Hamiltonian (for the normal case) becomes
The of U x = η −1 (x) of possible optimal controls
from which the actual optimal control u * (x, p) is determined for every p. Note that , u) , i.e., the longest in some particular ray direction (note that for the actual solutions of the adjoint equations the projection is always positive by the nullity of the Hamiltonian, p, f (x, u) = 1, and therefore the shortest vector in a given direction is never optimal). So we have
Now, the invariance under reparametrization needed to define a metric can be obtained by considering the cone D x of rays generated by elements of S o x (the curves can be followed at arbitrary positive speed)
The norm of the velocity is now defined to obtain a length equal to the original cost; we associate to every (x, v) ∈ D x the norm λ, the factor between it and the element of S o x in the same ray
An optimal curve ρ(t) = (x(t), u * (t)), with cost T 0 dt = T , will have, once arbitrarily reparametrized by t(τ ) ( dt dτ > 0), the length
is the indicatrix of the defined metric, the set of unit norm velocities.
For example, let us consider in R 2 the control system
for which, in a particular point (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ R 2 , the subset S (x0,y0) is the unit disk centered at (2, 0). In a time optimal problem for this control system, the subset of and v x > 0. The Finslerian function, the factor between elements of D (x0,y0) and the element of S o (x0,y0) on the same ray, is explicitely given by
a not very simple homogeneous function defined on D (x0,y0) . We present next another illustrative example of time optimal problem, where the bang-bang phenomenon is clearly illustrated through the indicatrix of the associated metric. Given the system of control equations
with 0 ≤ u 1 ≤ 2, 0 ≤ u 2 < 2π, the problem is to find the curve solution of the system joining two fixed endpoints with minimum parameter increasing ((x, y)(0) = (x 1 , y 1 ), (x, y)(T ) = (x 2 , y 2 ), T minimum). It is a typical oc problem, defined in this case through the map X:
where R is the direct product [0, 2] × S 1 . The image set Im(X) = S is given at every point of the plane by the union of two unit disks centered at (1, 0) and (−1, 0) respectively (See fig. 2 ). The family of functions (x, y, u 1 , u 2 ) is a system of coordinates for S ⊂ T R 2 , which are related to the natural coordinates (x, y, v x , v y ) by with inverse transformation
Being a minimum time problem, the Hamiltonian of the oc system, defined on R × T * R 2 , is given by
In a first step, maximality is obtained on every direction of S for u 1 = 2, i.e., S o is the boundary of the disks (see fig. 3 ), where coordinates (x, y, u 2 ) can be used. The cone of allowed ray directions is D = {v ∈ T R 2 ; v x = 0}, and every vector (v x , v y ) in D is positive proportional to a vector (v xo , v yo ) in S o (see fig. 3 ) by a factor λ which determines the metric function F
F is homogeneous positive of degree 1, and note that F = 1 reproduces the set S o , the indicatrix. In a usual metric notation, we have defined, associated to the oc system, the Finslerian metric ds =
on the allowed directions dx, v = 0. Now, by concavity it is clear in fig. 4 that for u 2 ∈ (π/4, 3π/4) ∪ (5π/4, 7π/4) the corresponding direction is never a maximum of the Hamiltonian (the movable normal line to the momentum vector does never contact first in this interval to the indicatrix), and we have as optimal set S * of allowed directions those of slope (v y /v x ) 2 ≤ 1 on S o . Geodetic curves of the metric are segments of straight lines (this fact can be easily determined by obtaining the Euler-Lagrange equations for the singular Lagrangian Therefore, although we can measure lengths of curves with slope (v y /v x ) 2 > 1, those curves will never be geodesics and, if the initial and final points are for example (0, 0) and (2, 1), the straight segment between them is not the geodesic. The geodesic (not unique) is a succession of segments with slopes 1 and −1, as for example (0, 0) → ( 2 ) → (2, 1), and it contains at least one point of discontinuity on the derivative, a bang-bang on the control u 2 between π/4 and 3π/4. The bang-bang phenomenon is here understood by the concavity-convexity properties of the indicatrix, i.e., by the fact that S * is a proper subset of S o .
The general case: the metric on state-time space.
As it was pointed out in section 2, Pontryagin maximum principle for the abnormal case as well as for non autonomous systems can be formulated in the same framework by considering extra variables. Given a non autonomous control system
and some boundary conditions (for example x(t 0 ) = x 0 , x(t 1 ) = x 1 , t 0 and t 1 fixed), let us consider the enlarged state space Q = M × R 2 with coordinates
, and the enlarged (but autonomous) control system
with boundary conditions
with τ 1 not fixed (although it is determined by the last control equation). It is clear that there is a correspondence between allowed curves for both systems, and optimal curves of the first system are curves of the second system with minimal final value x 0 (τ 1 ). The Hamiltonian function in U × Q T * Q is defined as before
and the same machinery works. It is immediate that p 0 is constant because there is no dependence of x 0 on H, and we can consider the abnormal case p 0 = 0 on the same foot as the normal one. The final parameter is free, so that H = 0 is an extra condition; in the case of autonomous systems, p n+1 is also constant by the adjoint equations, and we recover the constant autonomous Hamiltonian (for free t 1 the transversality condition p n+1 = 0 reproduces the vanishing autonomous Hamiltonian).
From another point of view we can think of the oc system as a Pfaffian problem [6, 14] characterized by the family of oneforms
where allowed curves are now γ( ) = (x 0 ( ), x( ), x n+1 ( )) such that γ * (F ) = 0. Tangent vectors to the allowed curves are therefore λ f
with λ > 0 arbitrary, i.e., arbitrary positive reparametrizations of the allowed curves for the enlarged cs.
Taking λ = 1/f 0 , and discarding those directions for which f 0 = 0, we obtain an equivalent cs (
It is just a reparametrization of the allowed curves by the cost variable x 0 , and for this new cs, the Hamiltonian is
This new oc system is the translation of the original oc system to a x 0 -time optimal problem. Therefore, the construction of the metric can be made similarly to the one presented in section 3 for time optimal problems. In particular, we restrict ourselves to the normal case p 0 = −1, so that the explicit coordinate x 0 is not needed, and our state space will be N = M ×R. The control system is Y :
where s is the new parameter (the arc-length parameter in metric notation) and the Hamiltonian is defined on
Note that this construction is valid for an original autonomous system, where there is not dependence of the g on x n+1 , and p n+1 is a constant. Once fixed a point (x 0 , x n+1 0 ) in N , we find a set of possible optimal controls U * (x0,x n+1 0
)
, such that its image Y (U * ) = S * is made of some of the longest vectors in the set S of allowed velocities
The metric is defined on the cone of directions
and the Finslerian function is F (v, v n+1 ) = λ. For the actual solution, the curves are constrained to satisfy the condition H = 0; the algebraic condition of maximality determines the same velocities for (
) into the momentum ray). But the actual momentum vector of the ray is determined by
Let us develop as an example the Classical Lagrangian Mechanics, where the control space is the whole tangent space S = T M and f
We have the control equations The
, and the points of S * x satisfy, eliminating the parameters u i , the equation
which is an ellipsoid V (x) < 0 (e.g. the Kepler problem), paraboloid V (x) = 0 (free particle) or hyperboloid V (x) > 0 (harmonic oscillator; we must take the future branch of the hyperboloid for time increasing curves), always containing the origin. The metric function F is obtained by looking for the factor between (v i , v n+1 ) (v n+1 > 0) and the parallel element of S * ,
which is clearly homogeneous. It is simply the Lagrangian under an arbitrary change of parameter,
The consequence of this example is that the trajectories of a Lagrangian Mechanical system can be seen as the geodesics of a Finslerian metric on space-time. We analyze in the next section the possibility of restricting the metric to constant energy leaves (by means of seeing it as an isoperimetric problem), and projecting the restricted metric to the state space; we obtain in this way a family of metric structures parametrized by the energy.
Restrictions of the metric. Let us note that the vanishing of the Hamiltonian on
, similar to the usual energy function in Lagrangian Mechanics. For autonomous systems ∂H ∂x n+1 = 0 gives p n+1 = −E constant, usually non-vanishing for fixed final time problems, and E = 0 for free final time problems by transversality. We will restrict now to autonomous systems and try to find the restriction of the metric to a constant energy leaf. As we have pointed out before, the algebraic condition of optimality (2.4) for s-time optimal problems determines not only the elements (v 
This metric can be projected to the state space M by simply projecting S E to a subset of velocities T E ⊂ T M through the natural projection pr 1 :
, and considering the cone of directions C E generated by
. Again, the Finslerian function (which will be denoted with the same letter
As we said, the constancy of p n+1 = −E is associated to fixed final parameter T . Therefore we can think of the problem of restriction as an isoperimetric problem of minimizing the s-length among the curves with fixed the t-length. Using a Lagrange multiplier α for the constraint T 0 dt = T , the complete restricted metric will be G E = F E + αF t , where F E has already been defined and F t is the t-metric, i.e., the metric whose associated length is the time increase of the curve measured. The Finslerian function F t is simply given by
A careful view to the Hamiltonian form Hdt = p i dx i − (ds − p n+1 dt) shows that the value of the Lagrange multiplier is α = −p n+1 = E, so that our restricted metric on D E is given by the Finslerian function G E = F E + EF t , and similarly for its projection to M (we must project the function F t = v n+1 to C E similarly to the defined projection of F E ).
We have built a family of metric structures (M, C E , G E ) on the state space, parametrized by the energy. Geodetic curves of these metrics are reparametrizations of the optimal solution curves of the oc system for different final parameters; i.e., fixed x 0 and x 1 on M , the family of optimal curves with boundary conditions x(0) = x 0 , x(T ) = x 1 , parametrized by T , is identified with the family of geodesics for the metrics G E with those fixed endpoints, parametrized by E.
Continuing with the example of a Lagrangian Mechanical system, let us consider a Lagrangian with kinetic term derived from a Riemannian metric 1 2 g ij v i v j , and negative potential function V (x) < 0 (so that we have negative as well as positive energies), as for example the Kepler problem. Remember that the indicatrix in spacetime is in this case an ellipsoid on the future semi-space containing the origin. If we restrict our curves to the zero level energy (free final parameter), then covectors are (p i , 0) * ∈ P E=0 , optimality is obtained on the equator of the ellipsoid v 
Now, the t-metric F t (v) = v n+1 is projected to M giving
Finally, the complete metric in the state space, obtained from F E and F t with Lagrange multiplier the energy, is
and its geodesic curves are the trajectories of energy E for the Lagrangian system, i.e., the geodesics of the classical Jacobi metrics.
Conclusions and Outlook.
We have seen the relationship between a natural generalization of metric structure, using Finslerian functions and constrained directions, and time optimal problems in Control Systems. This relationship is clearly stated through the indicatrix of the metric (a simple way to define metric structures is to consider the set of unit norm velocities [4] ), which is identified with the set of longest (optimal) velocities for the Control System. The bang-bang phenomenon is for example associated to holes on the indicatrix. A reparametrization for general Optimal Control problems, using the control parameter as arclength, allows to extend the relationship to this general case where the metric is now defined on state-time space. The trajectories of a Lagrangian Mechanical system are understood in this way as the geodesics of a Finslerian metric in space-time. A process of restriction to constant energy leaves determines a family of metric structures on state space parametrized by the energy, whose geodesics are the solutions of the Optimal Control problem for different final times. In the example of Classical Mechanics this family is nothing but the Jacobi metrics associated to the Lagrangian, whose geodesics are the classical trajectories of a given energy. In some other analyzed examples [3, 10] the metric point of view for the Optimal Control problems has also been useful, at least qualitatively. The generalization of some concepts in Riemannian geometry to Finslerian metric structure has been a field of research during the last years [6, 14, 4] .
